Volatility models
Overview of the volatility topic
In this note, we empirically explore how to deal with time-varying variance. In particular, we cover the
following items:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

We
We
We
We
We

compute the ACF, PACF of financial returns.
predict financial returns using an AR(1) model.
estimate the unconditional variance and the rolling variance of the financial returns.
estimate the GARCH(1,1) model.
predict the variance using the GARCH(1,1) model.

Let us first download the financial prices of IBM and convert them into financial returns.
url = "https://raw.githubusercontent.com/adufays/GDP_expectancy/main/daily_IBM.csv"
data = read.csv(url, sep=",")
IBM_price = data$Close
T_price = length(IBM_price)
IBM_ret = 100*(log(IBM_price[2:T_price]) - log(IBM_price[1:(T_price-1)]))
date_ret = as.Date(data$Date[2:T_price],format="%Y-%m-%d")
T = length(IBM_ret)

plot(date_ret,IBM_ret)
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We observe volatility clustering which can be captured by volatility models. In particular, we easily spot the
distress periods of the financial market. For instance, we see that the variance has been increasing during the
dotcom crisis, the financial crisis and the Covid pandemic.

ACF and PACF of financial returns
We first have a look at the ACF of IBM returns.
## ACF
max_lag = 50
acf_val = acf(IBM_ret,lag.max = max_lag) ## R function for the acf
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Box.test(IBM_ret,lag = max_lag) ## R function
##
## Box-Pierce test
##
## data: IBM_ret
## X-squared = 116.34, df = 50, p-value = 3.313e-07
val = acf_val$acf
BP = T*sum(val[2:max_lag]^2)
crit = qchisq(0.95,max_lag-1)
BP_test = data.frame(cbind(BP,crit))
(BP_test)
##
BP
crit
## 1 113.3498 66.33865
The Box-Pierce test does reject the Null hypothesis of no autocorrelation. However, we see on the ACF
graphic that the autocorrelation are pretty small which means that we will not be able to use it to predict
accurately future IBM returns.
We now compute the PACF.
max_lags = 20
PACF = array(0,dim=c(max_lags,3))
for(i in 1:max_lags){
X = array(1,dim=c((T-i),i+1))
for(j in 1:i){
X[,1+j] = IBM_ret[(i+1-j):(T-j)]
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}
y = IBM_ret[(i+1):T]
beta = solve(t(X)%*%X)%*%t(X)%*%y
res = y - X%*%beta
sigma_sq = mean(res^2)
var_beta = solve(t(X)%*%X)*sigma_sq
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PACF[i,] = c(beta[i+1]-1.96*sqrt(var_beta[i+1,i+1]),beta[i+1],beta[i+1]+1.96*sqrt(var_beta[i+1,i+1]))
}
plot(PACF[,2],ylim=c(-1,1))
lines(PACF[,1],col="green")
lines(PACF[,3],col="green")
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Again, we observe that all the coefficients are very close to zero and most of them are not significant. This
indicates that the ARMA models are not useful for predicting the series.

Prediction with an AR(1) model
Nevetheless, we could try to blindly predict the returns using an AR(1) model. Below, we predict the series.
I added the forecast uncertainty assuming normal innovations to see how accurate are the AR predictions.
## Prediction AR(1)
X = array(1,dim=c((T-1),2))
X[,2] = IBM_ret[(1):(T-1)]
y = IBM_ret[2:T]
beta = solve(t(X)%*%X)%*%t(X)%*%y
res = y - X%*%beta
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sigma_sq = mean(res^2)
nb_forecast = 20
N_replic = 1e5
predict_AR = array(0,dim=c(N_replic,nb_forecast))
for(i in 1:N_replic){
y_for = numeric(nb_forecast)
y_for[1] = beta[1] + beta[2]*IBM_ret[T] + rnorm(1)*sqrt(sigma_sq)
for(j in 2:nb_forecast){
y_for[j] = beta[1] + beta[2]*y_for[j-1] + rnorm(1)*sqrt(sigma_sq)
}
predict_AR[i,] = y_for
}
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AR_pred = array(0,dim=c(nb_forecast,3))
for(j in 1:nb_forecast){
AR_pred[j,] = quantile(predict_AR[,j],probs=c(0.025,0.5,0.975))
}
plot(AR_pred[,2],type = "l",ylim=c(min(AR_pred[,1]),max(AR_pred[,3])),xlab="Time")
lines(AR_pred[,1],col="green")
lines(AR_pred[,3],col="green")
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The uncertainty is so large that we cannot use at all the AR predictions.
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Unconditional variance and rolling-window variance
We turn to the estimation of the conditional variance. We first focus on the rolling-window estimator. To do
so, we write down a function that allow for computing the rolling-window variance for any window size r.
rolling_variance = function(y,r){
T = length(y)
unc_var = var(y)
rol_var = numeric(T)
rol_var[1:r] = unc_var
for(t in (r+1):T){
rol_var[t] = var(y[(t-r+1):t])
}
return(rol_var)
}
var_smooth = rolling_variance(IBM_ret,300)
var_abrupt = rolling_variance(IBM_ret,30)
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plot(IBM_ret,ylim=c(min(IBM_ret),max(var_abrupt)))
lines(var_smooth,col="red")
lines(var_abrupt,col="green")
abline(a=var(IBM_ret),b=0,col="blue")
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By changing the size of the window, we end up with very different conditional variance estimators. Interestingly,
the empirical variance over the whole sample (shown in blue) is approximately the average of the two estimates
from the rolling windows.
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GARCH model
We now focus on the GARCH(1,1) model. We first write down the log-likelihood function of the model
(assuming a Normal distribution) so that we can maximize it using an R routine.
GARCH_log_likelihood = function(theta,y){
T = length(y)
omega = theta[1]
alpha = theta[2]
beta = theta[3]
sigma_sq_t = numeric(T)
LL = 0
if(omega<0 || alpha<0 || beta<0){
LL = -1e20
}else{
if(alpha+beta>1){
LL = -1e20
}else{
unc_var = var(y[1:min(c(20,T))])
sigma_sq_t[1] = unc_var
for(t in 2:T){
sigma_sq_t[t] = omega + alpha*y[t-1]^2 + beta*sigma_sq_t[t-1]
LL = LL -0.5*log(2*pi*sigma_sq_t[t]) - 0.5*y[t]^2/sigma_sq_t[t]
}
}
}
return(-1*LL)
}
We now maximize the log-likelihood function of the GARCH(1,1) model. Due to the compact set of the
parameters (between 0 and 1), we must choose carefully the starting values of the optimization method.
Otherwise, it is bound to fail. Another solution would have been to transform the parameters on the real line
(for example, we could optimize log(ω) instead of ω).
Typically, the GARCH parameters for returns are as follows:
1. α is close to 0 and in the following range: α ∈ (0, 0.15).
2. β is close to one which creates huge persistence (and the volatility clustering effect). It is typically
between 0.8 and 1.
3. We can set the parameter ω by estimating the empirical variance. Because the GARCH(1,1) model
ω
¯ t )(1 − α0 − β0 ) where
exhibits an unconditional variance equal to V (yt ) = 1−α−β
, we can set ω = V (y
¯ t ) is the empirical variance of the series, α0 and β0 are the initial values of α and β.
V (y
unc_var = var(IBM_ret)
alpha_start = 0.05
beta_start = 0.9
theta_start = c(unc_var*(1-alpha_start-beta_start),alpha_start,beta_start)
MLE_GARCH = optim(theta_start,GARCH_log_likelihood,y=IBM_ret,method=c('BFGS'),hessian=TRUE)
(MLE_GARCH$par)
## [1] 0.1277998 0.1274806 0.8172695
The optimization routine has converged and the parameters are in the expected range. We can now write
a function to summarize the GARCH model. The function will give the conditional variance over time, a
forecast of the variance, the unconditional variance implied by the model and the parameters of the model.
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GARCH_summary = function(theta,y,nb_forecast = 100){
T = length(y)
omega = theta[1]
alpha = theta[2]
beta = theta[3]
sigma_sq_t = numeric(T)
sigma_t_for = numeric(nb_forecast)
LL = 0
if(omega<0 || alpha<0 || beta<0){
LL = -1e20
}else{
if(alpha+beta>1){
LL = -1e20
}else{
unc_var = var(y[1:min(c(20,T))])
sigma_sq_t[1] = unc_var
for(t in 2:T){
sigma_sq_t[t] = omega + alpha*y[t-1]^2 + beta*sigma_sq_t[t-1]
LL = LL -0.5*log(2*pi*sigma_sq_t[t]) - 0.5*y[t]^2/sigma_sq_t[t]
}
sigma_t_for[1] = omega + alpha*y[T]^2 + beta*sigma_sq_t[T]
for(h in 2:nb_forecast){
sigma_t_for[h] = omega + (alpha+beta)*sigma_t_for[h-1]
}
}
}
summary = list("nb_param" = 3,"Log_likekilhood"=LL,"sigma_sq_t"=sigma_sq_t,"theta"=theta,"unc_var"=ome
return(summary)
}
Summary_MLE = GARCH_summary(MLE_GARCH$par,IBM_ret)
plot(IBM_ret,ylim=c(min(IBM_ret),max(Summary_MLE$sigma_sq_t)))
lines(var_smooth,col="red")
lines(var_abrupt,col="green")
lines(Summary_MLE$sigma_sq_t,col="blue")
abline(a=var(IBM_ret),b=0,col="black")
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On the graphic, we observe that the conditional variance of the GARCH(1,1) model sharply adapts over time
with respect to the rolling-window estimates. Again, the empircal variance of the series is approximately the
average of the conditional variance given by the GARCH(1,1) model.
We end this document by showing the variance prediction of the GARCH model.
plot(Summary_MLE$sigma_t_for)
abline(a=Summary_MLE$unc_var,b=0,col="red")
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We see that short-term predictions are different from long-term ones. As expected, long-term predictions
coincide with the unconditional variance of the model.
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